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ver the years, the “Bulletin” has
featured a number of articles about
the birds and insects that call the
Arboretum home, including one I wrote back in
fall 2017 about our avian diversity. However, I
don’t recall ever seeing a piece about larger,
four-legged creatures, such as mammals and
rodents.
Of course, the park’s 230 acres are a popular
spot for dog owners to walk their pets (ideally,
with leashes on) and, no doubt, outdoor domestic cats from the surrounding neighborhood pay
regular nighttime visits (ideally, with bell collars
on). But the trees and shrubs here also provide
cover and protection for a wide variety of wild
quadrupeds, many of which I have photographed
on my frequent walks.
Obviously, the Arboretum is not a zoo in
the strictest sense (though some like to call it a
“zoo for plants”). There are no enclosures to
help manage wildlife, and there is no separation
between creatures, collections and visitors. This
can create awe-inspiring encounters—but also,
potentially, undesired conflicts.
The Arboretum horticulture staff has the job
of managing this coexistence. For the most part,

the gardeners let urban nature take its course,
relying on predator animals to keep populations
of herbivores in check. Often when you visit,
you’ll see squirrels and bunnies—and perhaps
the occasional deer—frolicking in the sunshine;
other times, things can get a little more “red in
tooth and claw.”
SQUIRRELS

For decades, the eastern gray squirrel (Sciurus
carolinensis) has been the most commonly seen
four-legged creature in the Arboretum. Perhaps
this is not surprising, given the abundance of oak
trees in the plant collection. What’s more, many
of these oaks are from eastern North America,
where the squirrel species is native.
Besides devouring nuts, eastern gray squirrels feed on a range of foods, including berries,
tree buds and bark, seeds and mushrooms. In the
Arboretum, I’ve observed them feeding on Sorbus
fruits, Mahonia flower buds, sugary phloem from
Sapsucker drill holes, and more. Remarkably
adaptive and prolific, the rodents seem to thrive
in urban areas and are well-known for raiding
home vegetable patches for strawberries,
tomatoes and other crops.
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Eastern gray squirrels are hugely important for forest regeneration in the eastern part
of our continent. Since they store nuts underground—and sometimes forget where they’ve
buried them—squirrels are likely the only other
mammals besides humans that plant trees in
the Arboretum.
As prey for owls and other raptors, they
contribute to the urban ecosystem in other
ways, too. The species is a problematic invasive
in Europe, where it is displacing the native red
squirrel (Sciurus vulgaris) through competition
and imported disease. In our state, it’s unclear
whether the eastern gray (first introduced in
1925) is having a significant negative impact on
our four species of native squirrels, which tend
to avoid the urban areas where their eastern
cousin thrives.
RABBITS

In the last five years or so, Seattle’s population of
eastern cottontails (Sylvilagus floridanus)—another
East Coast transplant—has exploded. A succession
of warm winters is thought to be the main cause.
The Arboretum has not escaped the attentions of
these cute but hungry mammals: Rabbits are now
competing with the squirrels as the most abundant
form of four-legged fauna here.
Sadly, they are a much greater challenge for
the staff. In particular, rabbits like the shoots of
young, soft plants. This is not an issue when it
comes to grass, that will be mowed anyway, but
rather when the Arboretum installs new plantings, which it has been doing a lot lately. So what
is the solution?
It’s not electric fencing (though over at the UW
Farm, they’ve had success with that approach).
“We use an organic, non-toxic blood meal
repellent called PlantSkydd around vulnerable
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plants in the Arboretum and in our nursery—
with mixed results,” says David Zuckerman, the
UW Botanic Gardens’ manager of horticulture.
“We’ve also started using plant guards made of
corrugated plastic. We encircle the newly planted
shrub or tree and hope it will be protected at least
until establishment. Once the roots are fairly
well developed, the plant may be able to outgrow
future browsing.”
“Other than these measures, though, we leave
it to beaver—or rather the Arboretum’s raptors
and coyotes—to help manage the situation.”
I have heard, or seen evidence, of Barred
Owls, Red-Tailed Hawks, Bald Eagles and
coyotes hunting rabbits in the Arboretum. It’s
possible that mink are also getting in on the
action. Last year, a mink was photographed in the
Union Bay Natural Area, and though small, these
native carnivores are fierce and could easily take
a young rabbit.
Two advantages of natural predators are: 1)
There is little or no human investment of time or
resources, and 2) The number of predators will
grow, given an expanding food supply. Two years
ago, for example, the count of nesting Bald Eagles
around Union Bay increased from four to six.
MOLES

A seldom-seen creature that also causes a few
problems in the Arboretum is the Townsend
mole (Scapanus townsendii). Native to the
Pacific Coast, this large mole species is often
perceived as a nuisance because it digs up
landscaped lawn and creates fresh mounds of
soil for weeds to colonize.
Ecologically, however, moles are much
more of a benefit than a curse. They feed on lots
of invertebrates that attack plants, including
grubs, slugs and snails. Through their tunneling

activities, they also aerate the soil. And when they
poop, they add free fertilizer!
“Moles are nature’s natural-born soil
aerators, and they do a lot to improve soils in the
Arboretum,” says David Zuckerman.
For home gardeners, the Washington
Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW)
promotes passive acceptance: “You can take
advantage of the soil preparation done by moles
by planting shrubs and other plant material
directly into mole mounds. This process
eventually transforms the lawn area into a
wildlife-friendly landscape setting, where mole
activity goes unnoticed.”
Of course, this approach will not work
for some parts of the Arboretum, such as the
historic and well-utilized lawn areas on Azalea
Way. Here, the molehills simply require regular
reseeding. And, of course, another form of
passive acceptance is to let natural predators control the mole. The primary predators
eating moles in the Arboretum include Barred
Owls, American Crows, coyotes, and maybe the
occasional Cooper’s Hawk—some of the same
creatures eating the rabbits and rats.
RATS

The troublesome Norway rat (Rattus norvegicus)
does inhabit the Arboretum. However, I suspect
it is actually more prevalent in the surrounding
residential areas. Rats prefer the warmth and
shelter of human structures and the same foods
we (and our pets) eat.
Since the Norway rat can spread disease, the
WDFW recommends lethal control by trapping.
“Trapping has several advantages: It does not rely
on potentially hazardous poisons; it permits users
to verify their success; and it allows for disposal of
trapped rats, thereby eliminating dead-rat odors
that may occur when poison is used.”
Another advantage of trapping is that, unlike
with pesticides, the rat’s natural predators
remain unharmed. It can take a number of days
for a rodenticide to kill a rat. In the meantime, a
bird of prey may capture it and also be poisoned.
Secondary poisoning of predators can actually
relieve pressure on prey species, such as rats,
allowing them to flourish.

Seattle Parks and Recreation uses a contractor to control rats and mice in and around the
maintenance buildings at the Arboretum. The
contractor does use bait, but it’s one that’s less
toxic to non-target animals and has a readily
available antidote. This strategy may change
soon, though.
“We are in the process of evaluating how
we approach rodent control in our parks,” says
Amanda Hannah, OOC Parks Horticulturist for
Seattle Parks and Recreation. “We are looking
at a variety of methods including exclusion
and carbon dioxide gas, as we strive to be more
strategic and ecologically sound.”
COYOTES

As far as I know, the coyote (Canis latrans) is
the largest resident predator species in Seattle.
Its coexistence with humans is not perfectly
harmonious; however, it does eat a variety of
species that we consider pests.
In a 2008 article about urban coyotes in “The
Seattle Times,” WDFW biologist Russell Link
said, “The biggest misconceptions about them…
are that they eat nothing but cats and they carry
rabies. Neither is true. Coyotes prefer to eat
smaller mammals such as mice, rats, birds and
their eggs. (Canada goose eggs are a favorite.)”
When coyotes lose their fear of humans,
conflicts become more likely. Finding food near
humans is the primary reason for their reduced
fear. Food sources include pet foods left outside,
birdseed on the ground, fallen fruit, and easily
accessible garbage. Logical precautions include
feeding pets indoors, cleaning up fallen birdseed
and fruit, leashing your dog, securing garbage
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bins, and keeping small pets indoors—especially
at night.
For additional tips on reducing potential
conflicts, visit the WDFW website: wdfw.wa.gov/
species-habitats/species/canis-latrans#conflict.
Coyotes are sometimes spotted in the
Arboretum. A young coyote famously showed
up at the groundbreaking ceremony for the
Pacific Connections Garden back in 2007
and hung around for several minutes getting
its picture taken.
RACCOONS

The North American raccoon (Procyon lotor) may
be cute but can actually be quite aggressive. It
is the only species in this article that I have had
to chase out of my house. Raccoons may carry
diseases that can be transmitted to humans and
pets. Never touch their excrement.
On the positive side, Arboretum raccoons
mostly hunt for food in and along the waters’
edge of the wetlands—fish, freshwater clams and
crayfish are common foods found around Union
Bay. Also, our raccoons tend to sleep during the
day and hunt mostly under the cover of darkness,
minimizing the chance of conflict with visitors
or staff. I suspect they climb trees and raid bird
nests in the spring.
Homeowner precautions are similar to those
for dealing with coyotes. However, if a raccoon
makes a den around your home, I would recommend reading the WDFW information specific
to raccoons at wdfw.wa.gov/species-habitats/
species/procyon-lotor#conflict. It has information on restricting access to denning sites.
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RIVER OTTERS

The river otter (Lontra canadensis) is another
species that you are most likely to find in and
around the water of the Arboretum wetlands.
I see them most often from the walking bridges
of the Waterfront Trail on Foster Island. In the
last couple of years, I have also enjoyed watching them from the western-most overlook on the
SR 520 Bridge’s new multi-use trail. I have even
taken to calling the space between Marsh and
Foster islands “Otter Gap.”
River otters primarily eat fish, however I
suspect they occasionally take ducks—especially
in late summer when the ducks are molting their
wing feathers and temporarily lose the ability to
fly. They likely also raid duck nests in the spring
to eat their eggs. I suspect this is what motivates
Mallards to nest quite some distance from water,
since otters are not particularly agile on land. I
have not heard of any otter-human conflicts in
the Arboretum. I do worry a bit about the potential for an off-leash dog, swimming around to
cool off, to inadvertently encounter an otter.
BEAVERS

The North American beaver (Castor canadensis)
is one of the most difficult four-legged creatures
to photograph around the Arboretum—primarily
because it is most often encountered at dusk.
However, the beaver’s handiwork is highly
visible. Sadly, a beaver’s natural instincts and the
goals of the Arboretum are not always perfectly
aligned. Arborists prefer trees to be healthy and
vertical, while beavers like them to be freshly cut
and horizontal!
One of the biggest sources of conflict
revolves around the native cottonwood trees that
grow close to water. The mature trees are large,

top-heavy, and very attractive to beavers. The
beavers take a long-term approach to harvesting these trees. Instead of chewing all the way
through a tree, which can be more than three
feet in diameter, the beavers girdle the tree at the
base. By eating through the bark, and the living
layer beneath it, the beaver kills the tree. The
dead tree begins to slowly decompose, each year
its structural strength weakens, and its ultimate
demise is assured.
In the meantime, the heartwood of the dead or
dying tree softens and becomes highly attractive to
wildlife. Pileated Woodpeckers, Northern Flickers,
Downy Woodpeckers, Black-capped Chickadees,
Red-breasted Nuthatches, Brown Creepers,
Barred Owls, Wood Ducks, squirrels, and dozens
of other creatures can make or utilize nests or
roosting sites in standing dead trees. Nature lovers
often refer to snags as “wildlife trees” because they
provide so much valuable habitat.
Eventually, a dead tree will fall. Large
falling trees are dangerous, and the staff at the
Arboretum has a responsibility to minimize
foreseeable harm to park visitors. The removal
of dead trees—especially those leaning towards
popular trails—is critical to protecting the public.
For the staff the conflict is obvious: They can
never really know for sure when a dead tree will
fall. They are totally devoted to protecting the
Arboretum visitors, and yet they also understand
the value of a dead tree to nature and the visitor’s
park experience. Besides, the removal of large
trees is dangerous and expensive work.
Luckily, these trees tend to fall during wet and
windy weather, when most people are staying
cozy indoors. Even so, standing dead trees
remain one of the greatest challenges to coexisting with nature in an urban setting.

DEER

I only have photographic evidence of one deer
visiting the Arboretum. Because this young buck
had one antler taller than the other, we called him
Lefty. As you can see from the photo, Lefty was
a black-tailed deer (Odocoileus hemionus columbianus), which is native to the Pacific coast, from
western California up through Alaska.
Lefty was first photographed in the Union Bay
Natural Area during the summer of 2016. Later,
he was spotted attempting to cross Montlake
Bridge. In the fall of that year, I photographed
him in the Arboretum at the Pacific Connections
Garden. He was hungry and seemed quite taken
with the freshly planted vegetation there. This
was unfortunate, given the rarity and value of
collection plants here, secured from the far side
of the planet. Luckily, for the collections and the
staff, Lefty did not stay long.
Still later, I saw a photo from West Seattle
showing a deer with the same antler arrangement.
Maybe it was Lefty. In any case, it is no doubt best
for the Arboretum that Lefty was just a temporary
visitor. We love our wildlife here, but—unlike the
zoo—we’re not quite equipped to accommodate
resident megafauna. m
Larry Hubbell is a nature photographer specializing in the birdlife of the Union Bay Natural Area
and Arboretum wetlands. See much more of his
photography on his blog: http://unionbaywatch.
blogspot.com/. An Arboretum Foundation board
member, Larry is also co-founder of the Friends
of Arboretum Creek, a non-profit working to
improve the water quality and wildlife habitat
value of the Arboretum’s central stream.
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